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BECKY BERUBE

Planting Seeds
Becky Berube is a seventh-grade teacher in the Marquette
Area Public Schools. This article is an excerpt from the book
A View Inside: Integrating Reading and Writing Strategies.

"Look, Mrs. Berube. I've got
my notebook - I picked out one
with Winnie-the-Pooh on the
cover! I just love Winnie-thePooh."
o begins a typical 7th grade English
class early in September as my two
sections of 28 students look forward
to the "Kick off'' date for their writer's
notebooks. Each day we share our personal
choices of notebooks. Having been
encouraged to make the notebooks theirs,
some have made collages on the covers of a
standard spiral notebook that I provide at a
minimal charge (I stock up during summer
sales). Others have purchased notebooks on
their own - smaller, hardbound, fabriccovered, whatever feels right to them and is
easily stashable in their backpacks. I share
my choice, a flowered spiral gift from my
daughter, as well as our cabin log, a sturdy
green ledger type, and my mother's pink
leather journal, filled with 3 65 days of
memories, her Christmas gift to me several
years ago.
As the kick-off day approaches I read aloud
from books relating to notebook writing.
Amelia s Notebook, Amelia Writes Again,
and Amelia Hits the Road by Marissa Moss
are children's books written in the form of
notebooks and provide__ wonderful examples
of what the student's notebooks should look
and sound like. The House on Mango Street
by Sandra Cisneros is composed of short
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chapters of the life of a twelve-year-old and
very imitable. In Roald Dahl's memoirs entitled Boy he uses humor to relate events
common to most young people. Gary
Pauken's The Island, Letters from Rifka by
Karen Hesse. and Pinballs by Betsy Bayer
all contain journal writing and young people.
I read entries from our cabin log and share
with students how the first thing my daughters and their friends do at the cabin each year
is to look back on the old entries and relive
all those wonderful cabin days from years
gone by. In doing this I hope to encourage
my students to capture their own lives with
words. When I ask them to see if any of their
family members have kept a journal they
come back with all sorts of stories. After we
start our own notebooks I continue reading
aloud, referring at every opportunity to the
similar writing students can do in their notebooks, and talk about how authors use what
they know best ... their own lives, for writing ideas.
We talk about how we'll use our notebooks
as artists use sketchpads, capturing the world
around us and within us in words. Using
Randy Bomer's A Time for Learning as a
guideline, we establish the criteria for assessment: quality, quantity and variety. I collect
the notebooks every 2-3 weeks in groups of
10 or so to read and evaluate and return the
next day. I write the evaluations on sticky
notes so students can remove them and keep
the notebooks as their own. It doesn't take
long to grade them and I learn a great deal
about the students in the process. Information I can use in guiding them, whether it's
talking about the dynamics of seventh grade
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PLANTING SEEDS

friendships or respecting each other's opinions. I give three points per entry - one point
for each criteria. I always add a short personal comment as well, such as "I like to play
the piano, too."
Quality refers to the writer's interaction
with his words, demonstrating reflection, observation and thoughtfulness. The notebook
is not a compilation of each day's events as
could be recorded by an outsider, but rather
a revelation of what's going on inside the
writer. Using sports as an example, since
that's a topic of great interest to the 7th graders, I explain that quality would be reflected
in the athlete's thoughts while participating
or watching as opposed to a blow by blow
description of the score and each play. Reflecting on being nervous, opinions on
coaching, dreams of becoming a star - these
kinds of entries would qualify as quality entries.
Quantity refers to the amount of writing.
While some students will write volumes naturally, others need to be nudged into writing
more than one or two sentences. Students
must write five times a week with at least
one of those entries being one page long. The
more seeds they plant, the more choices
they'll have for genre writing throughout the
year. For instance, one student's entry on the
injustice of being charged for extra papers
dropped off by his newspaper's office led to
a letter to the newspaper asking them to reconsider the policy. Another student's interest
in being able to ride his skateboard on a certain street, expressed in his notebook, led to
a letter to the editor in the local paper and
eventually to a change of policy by the city
commission. A student's entry on being lost
while hunting led to a personal narrative
about the event.
Variety comes from planting words in a
:7ariety of ways, including memories, opin10ns, descriptions, favorite words or
expressions. dreams, memorabilia from
plays, sporting events, cartoons, photographs, anything and everything that's part
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of a particular student's life. We place a list
of ideas and notebook guidelines right in their
notebooks for easy access.

Fears, wishes, dreams
Things you wonder about
Impressions from movies TV
'
Heritage
Thoughts on timely topics (AIDS, hopelessness
Nature observations
Treasures - beloved
Small moments in time (baking with
grandma, planting a garden, fishing
alone
Birth of a pet
Camp experiences
Vacations
Sibling rivalry - birth order
Responsibilities
Family stories
Favorites
Times in our life - proudest, saddest, kindest, most embarrassing bravest
'
'
angriest, etc.
Parents' rules
Special family traditions
Talents
Things that bug
Attitudes about the environment, using
animals for experiments, politics,
ghosts
Birthdays (best, worst)
Quotes
Lines that "pop out" from books
Collections
Overheard conversations
Questions and interviews
Pictures, letters, postcards, newspaper
Lists
Favorite poems
Experimenting with other genres (poetry,
letters)
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Rules When Your Mind Goes Blank
Listen to others to get ideas for you own notebooks
Re-read your notebook
Brainstorm (list)
Close your eyes and daydream - wonder
Picture a scene - a moment in time
Take another person's point of view
Take something you've written and write it in another genre
(poem, letter, editorial, fiction story, etc.
Use a book or books that you are familiar with to see how the
author writes his or her beginning or ending or character
description
Notebook Rules
Study a poem
• Don't tear out pages
• Cross out, don't erase
• Date your entries
• Leave white spaces
• List things
• Write thoughts and feelings
• Write original poems and copy famous poems
Peer Rules
• Write quotes
• Respect each other's notebooks
• Staple a cartoon, quote, letter, etc.
• Be kind to each other
• Need to be left alone when writing
• Be patient when you need help
• No talking during quiet writing
• Re-read after you finish writing
• Read each other's stories

ick-off day arrives and we be
gin writing in our notebooks in
class. I am writing too, after
one more explanation of what
a notebook entry looks like. I sit with my
notebook and start writing, assuming the students are doing the same. After a few minutes
I look up and amazingly, the students are busy
writing. Then we take time to share our entries - first in small groups of choice so
everyone's comfortable. I circulate around the
room, catching bits o{ conversations, smiling to myself as students discover their
writing voices and build a writing community, finding interests and experiences they
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have in common. "I remember my third birthday party, too." "I know just how you feel.
My grandpa died last year." or "I love to hunt
and fish. What's the biggest fish you've ever
caught?"
We come back together as a whole class
and inevitably there are writers ready to share
with the whole class. If not, I share my entry,
making sure it's one with which they'll identify - about my dog, daughters, love of
running. Etc ... or I encourage them to participate with the offer of class participation
points. I repeat this sharing opportunity daily
throughout the year and it doesn't take long
for them to get to know each other's style and
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side of me. It's a great way to communicate subtly. When a student is being left
out of friendships and socializing with
class members I write about friendship and
reaching out to others, maybe using myself as an example.
Soon we start going to our notebooks for
mini-lessons in writer's workshop, connecting important parts of our lives and
allowing the seeds to grow into our memoirs, poetry, persuasive essays and fiction.
A cry of, "I can't think of anything to
write," is quickly answered with a, "re-read
your notebook and find a seed. Plant that
seed in a writing piece!" and before I know
it that's what the student is doing.
We know that people write best about
what they know best and care about. The
use of writers' notebooks is a powerful,
student- centered means of helping students figure that out as they capture and
paint their lives with words.

voice. "Hey. Will, what fishing tip do you
have for us today?" or "Macala, what's your
cat up to now?"
During other classes, we' 11 take time to
share our topics and the variety of forms
we use, giving each other a myriad of ideas
for future entries, as well as helping us get
to know one another. One person's dream
grocery list inspires others to write about
their favorite foods. A visit to the emergency room and a fear of shots is echoed
in ten new entries by classmates with similar experiences and fears. I photocopy
examples of good entries and share them
in class anonymously or with the author's
permission. If I have some concerns about
the class or something I think they need to
know about me, I do it through a notebook
share. When my oldest daughter left for
college, I wrote about my feelings in several entries, including a poem, letting the
students see the parent, more emotional
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